Convert Your LP to a LLC
Some of our clients have recently taken steps to convert their limited partnership (LP) into a
limited liability company (LLC) in 2016. We thought you might want to consider taking similar
steps. One advantage of such a conversion is to simplify your entity's governance. For example,
you can eliminate the need for the general partner entity and save on tax filings and
administration.
Another advantage is to minimize the risk of having a limited partner held liable for an LP's
actions. As you know, LPs provide pass through tax treatment so that no federal or state tax is
imposed on a partnership's earnings at the entity level. An LP, generally, must have one general
partner who is personally liable for the debts of the entity. Under certain circumstances, a limited
partner who participates in the management of an LP could be reclassified as a general partner,
and thus, be exposed to unlimited liability. The general partner of an LP is oftentimes another
business entity. Regardless of entity form, however, an individual who exercises control over the
entity serving as general partner may still be susceptible to liability to the LP and its partners.
An LLC enjoys the same pass through tax treatment as an LP. But, in contrast to an LP, an LLC
provides limited liability protection for all of its owners, regardless of management level or
participation. With an LLC as the operating entity, there is no need for a general partner; thus,
the administration and cost of maintaining your business entity becomes more simplified.
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Disclaimer
Viewing this or contacting Selman Munson & Lerner PC does not create an attorney-client
relationship.
This is intended as a general comment on certain developments in the law. It does not contain legal
analysis or constitute an opinion of Selman Munson & Lerner PC or any member of the firm on the
legal issues herein described. This contains information that may be modified or rendered incorrect
by future legislative or judicial developments. It is recommended that readers do not rely on this
general guide in structuring or analyzing individual transactions or matters but that professional
advice be sought in connection with any such transaction or matter.
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